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Introducing

About Viora
By Viora
In today’s competitive business environment, you need to have the most advanced
technology to best meet your customers’ demands. However the purchase of numerous,
different devices to meet these demands can be at great expense, and the technology
can become obsolete while you’re still paying off your investment.
Viora’s V30 Platform is designed to answer those challenges and more, by providing
you with the most advanced technologies within one platform, allowing you to expand
your practice as you need it and when you’re ready.

Viora, a leading provider of medical aesthetic solutions, is passionate about helping
customers deliver the most effective results to their patients. Viora improves upon
treatment experiences by enhancing existing technology to give customers the best
non-invasive solutions available. With a presence in over 65 countries, Viora’s noninvasive products address a wide range of symptoms, treating today’s most commonly
requested applications for anti-aging, body & facial contouring, cellulite reduction,
acne clearance, stretch mark reduction, hair removal, skin lightening and more.
www.vioramed.com | info@vioramed.com
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Comprehensive Treatment Array

Harnessing the Power of the V30 Platform

Viora Is Invested In Your Success

The V30 Platform houses a strong foundation of different technologies – Nd:Yag, IPL
& proprietary CORE™ and SVC™ RF – that enable you to offer multiple applications to
your customers. Each technology is accessible via a different handpiece, all of which
can be acquired separately. You control your treatment menu.

While utilizing single technologies with V30 results in outstanding clinically efficacious
sessions, the power of the device becomes apparent when performing Viora’s treatment
protocols incorporating multiple technologies. Specially developed protocols founded
on worldwide clinical experience allow you to deliver results at the highest standard.

Viora capitalizes on the advanced and proprietary technology within V30 by delivering the
most effective results possible, quickly, safely, painlessly and with little to no downtime.

Offer More with Multiple Technologies

Viora’s commitment to you doesn’t end upon your receiving your V30 Platform. We know
that your success is our success and therefore we go beyond what other companies offer
in clinical, marketing and technical support. Whether it’s our ongoing training, advanced
protocols, sales tools, marketing resources for selling to existing customers or reaching
new ones, Viora puts a high priority on your needs to ensure that you receive the best
and fastest return on your investment.

Below are the most popular patient needs that can be treated with the V30 Platform.

V30’s expandable platform means that you can have the most advanced technology at
your fingertips, when you want it. Interchangeable hand pieces allow you the flexibility
to offer your patients a wide variety of treatments. And increasing your service offering
means increasing your business potential.

Skin Tightening
Body & Facial Contouring
Skin Rejuvenation
Skin Resurfacing
Hair Removal
Acne Clearance
Stretch Mark Reduction
Pigmented Lesions
Vascular Lesions
Cellulite Reduction
Hyperpigmentation
Reduce Fine Lines & Wrinkles

Smart Business with V30
Viora’s V30 is the smart acquisition for any clinic. We provide you with the most advanced
technologies in a single platform so you can offer your patients the widest variety of
treatments. Your possibilities with V30 are endless, as Viora is constantly developing
new technologies and protocols.

LASER Nd:YAG
Viora’s Nd:YAG hand piece offers treatments for vascular lesions, nail fungi,
skin rejuvenation and more. Four different spot sizes enable a wide variety
of options, allowing you to customize treatments for each individual patient,
according to his or her needs.

IPL
With just one hand piece, and five interchangeable filters, you can enjoy
Viora’s IPL treatments, such as hair removal, skin rejuvenation, pigmentation,
vascular lesions and acne clearance. Our technology ensures that every skin
type and condition can be treated thanks to various pulse structures designed
for safety and personalized treatments. In addition, you can further tailor your
treatments with two different spot sizes for body and face.

ST
The advanced ST hand piece integrates Viora’s proprietary and revolutionary
multi-RF technology, CORE™. The ability to do facial and body skin tightening
with one hand piece is unique to Viora due to CORE’s three channels of
different frequency depths, and a fourth channel incorporating all three
frequencies. Combined with contact cooling, Viora’s ST hand piece delivers
the most comfortable, effective skin tightening treatments available.

FR
The second generation of fractional RF technology is solely available with the
FR hand piece due to Viora’s proprietary SVC™ technology. With innovative
Switching, Vacuum and Cooling features, the FR hand piece makes skin
resurfacing and rejuvenation a safe, effective, non-invasive procedure, with
little to no downtime.
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